It is almost a year since the COVID-19 pandemic began. The dramatic changes it has brought about in the world of agriculture and Extension are here to stay. I look forward to tackling these changes and adapting to a world where in-person events are less common.

Our Extension office. Those of you who live in the Phoenix area can appreciate not having to navigate the city traffic. Our Agricultural Literacy and STEM Education program to our youth. Our Pesticide Safety Education program continued to offer online programming.

We are offering a hybrid format - two days in-person and two days virtual. Field trial demonstrations for alfalfa weevil, alfalfa caterpillars and leafhoppers, programming.

There were smiles all around on October 31, 2020 at the first Arizona Fall Dairy Classic. Although this may seem to be a small-scale show, it was a needed boost to feed manufacturers, and local business and family sponsors were eager to help with this opportunity. There were pharmaceutical, reproduction specialists, ag chemical companies, equipment dealers, feed manufacturers, and local business and family sponsors were eager to help with this opportunity.
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By Jennifer Weber

The Master Gardener program has begun a HYBRID format - two days in-person and two days virtual. Field trial demonstrations for alfalfa weevil, alfalfa caterpillars and leafhoppers, programming.
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